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Learning analytics

“ is the collection, measurement, analysis 
and reporting of data about learners and 

their contexts, for purposes of 
understanding and optimizing learning 

and the environments in which it occurs.”

Siemens & Gasevic (2012)
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Matcha et al. (2019); Jivet et al. (2017)

Feedback
Action
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The impact of feedback is substantially influenced by the 
information content. 

Wisniewski et al. (2020)

Not all types of feedback are equally effective.  

Hattie & Timperley (2007)

Informative learning analytics



Process level

Task level

SRL level

Self level

Is the work correct?

Process to complete the task

Self-management during learning

Praise: “Well done!”

Feedback levels according to Hattie & Timperley (2007)



Do learners see value in this feedback? 



If learners have the choice to configure the data on their own 
dashboard... 

… what data do they choose to monitor?

… do their goals and SRL skills influence this choice?

Jivet, I., Wong, J., Scheffel, M., Valle Torre, M., Specht, M., & Drachsler, H. (2021, April). Quantum of Choice: How learners’ 
feedback monitoring decisions, goals and self-regulated learning skills are related. In LAK21: 11th International Learning 
Analytics and Knowledge Conference (pp. 416-427). Best Paper Award. 



 Select 3-6 indicators

Indicator descriptions

Goal input



Task-level:
Content progress indicators

Process-level: 
Learning behaviour indicators

● Completed course activities

● Submitted discussion prompts

● Completed graded assignments

● Completed reading assignments

● Completed videos

● Current course grade

● Content revision

● Engagement in discussions

● Productivity

● Online presence*

● Timing of starting activities

● Timing of completing activities



Change settings

Show explanations



Indicator selection data:
● 12 binary variables

Goal data - Schunk (2012):
● Learning component: knowledge, understanding, skills, transfer
● Performance component: complete the course, certificate
● Time frame

SRL data - SOL-Q-R (Jansen et al., 2018) 
● Metacognitive activities before learning
● Metacognitive activities after learning
● Time management
● Help seeking

401 learners configured the dashboard



Findings

● Learners focus on content progress indicators.
○ Easy to understand & immediately actionable
○ Paradox of choice (Schwarz, 2004)
○ Feedback literacy (Carless, 2018)

● The way learners formulate goals does not predict their 
monitoring choices.
○ Same choices, but different motivations, insights and interpretation



Findings

● Time management predicts use of procrastination indicators.

● Help seeking predicts monitoring engagement in discussion.

What about learners with lower time management skills 

or who don’t know where to seek help?



Crafting the 12 indicators 
was the bigger challenge!

Work in 
progress
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Our approach for crafting indicators

Current practice
Needs and wants



Qualitative

Semi-structured interview
11 Psychology students 

Coded summary 40 items describing 
pieces of information 



● Course related information

○ The criteria for passing the course

● Task-level

○ Information about how well you are progressing in the course 
assignments

● Performance-level

○ Information about how much you procrastinate

● SRL-level

○ Information about how accurate your grade predictions are

Resulting categories of items



Qualitative

Semi-structured interview
11 Psychology students 

Coded summary

Quantitative 

40 items describing 
pieces of information 

SRL skills (SOL-Q-R)



Future plans

Student wants (human-centred) vs student needs (pedagogical grounding). 
● How do student information needs and wants overlap?
● How can we nudge students towards more impactful information?  

Collecting data in Germany, Netherlands, Spain and Norway. 
● What are students’ information wants?
● How do information wants differ across countries?
● How do SRL skills influence feedback wants?
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Actionable
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What design features do learners use 
to interpret the information on a dashboard?

Do their goals and SRL skills influence these perceptions?

Jivet, I., Scheffel, M., Schmitz, M., Robbers, S., Specht, M., & Drachsler, H. (2020). From students with love: An 
empirical study on learner goals, self-regulated learning and sense-making of learning analytics in higher 
education. The Internet and Higher Education, 47, 100758.



Methodology

Qualitative pre-study
23 students in several TLA courses

26 dashboard 
design elements



“It is also interesting to see the ‘predictors’ 

which could act as ‘alerts’ to guide me.”



“It is also interesting to see the ‘predictors’ 

which could act as ‘alerts’ to guide me.”

● "predictions of learning behaviour"
● "areas in need of improvement highlighted"



Qualitative pre-study
23 students in several TLA courses

26 dashboard 
design elements

Quantitative main study
247 students

26 dashboard 
design elements

SRL skills (OSLQ)

Learner goals:
A. mastering the topic
B. passing the course



3. Support for action
○ topic and learning activities recommendation
○ suggestion for improving learning behaviour

Findings - design features

1. Transparency of the design
○ explanations on how indicators are calculated
○ why the information is relevant

Jivet et al. (2020)

2. Reference frames
○ maximum possible in the course
○ past self
○ peers



Findings

The higher SRL skills, the more relevant dashboard features 
were perceived.

Learners with a mastery goal rated reference frames 
significantly higher. 

Jivet et al. (2020)



Are dashboards the best way 
to deliver information to students?

Work in 
progress



Rule-based template for feedback-text

Pardo et al. (2018)
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Rule-based template for feedback-text

Pardo et al. (2018)



Text-based feedback for concept map tasks

Indicators:
● Number of nodes
● Number of edges
● Similarity to solution
● Content mastery



Eye-tracking study with a mock-up
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Exploring further 
student reflection and action

Work in 
progress





Future directions for research

● What are student intentions following receiving feedback?

● How does feedback content shape student intentions?

● How can we scaffold the reflection process for novice learners in real-time?
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Student needs
(pedagogical grounding)

Student wants
(human-centred design)

Technically possible
(data, algorithms and 

infrastructure)



Thank you! jivet@sd.uni-frankfurt.de

@IoanaJJ

Ioana Jivet




